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GROUP IN BRIEF

E3X GROUP is a cutting-edge technology service provider, specializing in Mobile 
Platforms, Satellite communication solutions & Creative solutions. The mobile division 
mainly focuses on mobile VAS platforms and content development while the SatCom 
SBU pursue on Maritime and Satellite communication solutions and Hardware. The 
Creatives arm engage in video, audio and digital productions, advertising and 
marketing solutions.

As an industry leader, we consistently provide scalable, cost effective and robust 
solutions. We look forward to helping and supporting enterprise-wide functions of 
people and organizations in order to execute MOBILE PLATFORMS, SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS & CREATIVE SOLUTIONS. 

We also adhere to our mission of consistently adding value for the benefit of our 
customers. We do this by ensuring them with timely and quality delivery. This also 
allows us to achieve excellence and competitive edge. Our philosophy is to give 
emphasis on customer and investor relationship and values. Great deal of time and 
effort are laid on ideal commitment, transparency and communication. E3X Global 
Group is committed to ensure that qualities are significant part of our corporate and 
organizational structure. We establish better relationship with our clients and 
investors. 



OUR BUSINESS SATELLITE

As one of the world’s leading satellite communications provider with increasing clientele 
base since 2012, E3X continues to strive for excellence. We have maritime solutions 
including but not limited to global communication, distress, fleet broadband, crew welfare, 
satellite mobile phone service, and GPS tracking. Everything you need, we’ve got you 
covered! In fact, you have the opportunity to customize your service package in order to 
make sure that you have the exact output needed for your specific requirements. Through 
our satellite solutions for your communication needs, you get best equipped service with 
the most innovative features that will surely help you manage your fleets with the most 
comfortable manner. 

With the help of our satellite services across the globe, you can ensure that you will be 
receiving exceptional tech assistance that will efficiently help keep your crew always 
connected. With our satellite communications, you are also guaranteed to experience only 
the best in the market in terms of cost efficient solutions perfectly customized to your 
needs and expectations!

So if you are currently looking for the best partner that can help you efficiently manage 
your satellite communication needs, we’re here to help you in the best possible way at 
affordable cost. We have overabundance of solutions in store for you. you could choose 
which one will suit your exact requirements.



OUR BUSINESS MANAGED MOBILE VAS

E3X WAVE is the mobile platform development and innovation brand of E3X Group. WAVE 
has over 1 million mobile clients who use our content and solutions and the numbers are 
growing by the day. In 2010 E3X ventured in to mobile platform for Value added services 
and launched our most unique platform “Ākāshvāhiní™ (Ākāsh – vāhiní)”, world’s first 
interactive personalized astrological forecasting system.

Currently, WAVE offers a wealth of premium VAS content, mobile applications and mobile 
platforms to Sri Lanka, Australia and Singapore. We are now connected with over 300 
mobile operators and tier one route operators worldwide enabling us to provide direct 
connectivity to over 125 countries. Our clients can use this platform in different ways 
including from voting to reading news updates or promotions to bulk sale promotions and 
more, The company has elite mobile billing solutions that use IVR payment Premium SMS 
and WAP billing options.

Mobile Innovation brought by E3X Group is a manifestation of continuous and unwavering 
dedication and excellence of E3X WAVE. We have been paying specific attention to our 
clients’ needs to provide high quality services and absolute satisfaction.



OUR BUSINESS CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

E3X CREATIVES is the media production arm of E3X Group. For years, we have been a 
reliable partner for clients wanting to produce creative advertisements, television / radio 
programs, animations and video productions. Hence, we guarantee the most creative work 
that will give you an edge from your competitors through TV, radio, and press creations.

We perfectly understand that owning a business today needs a lot of effort in ensuring 
that it gets promoted and it’s reputation is well built up. Our expert marketing strategists 
will show you how to market your products and services in the best possible way while 
taking advantage of advanced digital promotional mediums. It is our specialty to create the 
best adverts and marketing campaigns in order to successfully market your brand to your 
focused audience with powerful features.

With years of advertising and marketing experience, our media team has been recognized 
as one of the most innovative and creative group of people in the industry today. 



PARTNERS

E3X GROUP has joined hands with biggest giants in the world of telecommunication, 
satellite communication and creative media. We establish strong bonds with our partners. 
We treat them as a part of our growing family. With our desire to provide best services and 
high value, we have established partnership with people and organization that specialize on 
certain components, who are highly imperative and reliable. They push us towards 
achieving our goals.
 
Together with our partners, we focus on providing cost competitive and high quality 
services to our clients. Our company is always also open for more opportunities, and 
welcome new partners to our growing family to enable us to leverage our broad expertise 
in all our business arms and ventures. 



LEADERSHIP VICE PRESIDENT & GROUP COO

SAMADHIE BANDARA or more loveably known as Sam is E3X’s co-founder and the 
Executive Vice President & Group Chief Operations Officer, reporting to GCEO Amila 
Kankanamge and also serving in the E3X Board of Directors.

Sam oversees E3X’s industry-leading content stores including Mobile Platforms and 
SatCom operations and the revolutionary Astrology platform services. Sam’s team has an 
excellent track record of building and strengthening services to meet and exceed the high 
expectations of E3X’s customers.

She is a very young industry enthusiast and leads a large organization of amazing people. 
Sam played a major role in creating the E3X Akashvahini™ mobile platform service in 2011, 
the WAP wallpapers Store in 2012 and the Android App Store. She also played a key role 
in developing E3X’s award-winning Astrology suite of applications. In her early years at E3X, 
she was a successful manager of customer support teams. Sam earned a NCC higher 
national diploma in Computer Science from Edexcel London



CONTACT US
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